
 
 

Are You Looking for Nice, Useful and Fun Corporate Gifts to Create Pleasant Bonds with Team and 

Customers? Create Your Personalised Stress Balls 

If you are looking for an original and fun way to promote your company or your event, personalised stress 

balls are the best corporate gifts. Any brand can print these promotional stress items with its logo, slogan 

or advertising message. Custom stress relievers – be it balls or keyrings – are useful and nice. They help us 

relax and relieve the tensions accumulated during the day. These custom stress relievers are perfect for 

retaining customers, attracting the attention of potential 

buyers or creating a positive atmosphere among 

employees. In short, personalised stress balls will give 

your brand a new face. 

Not only are custom stress balls ideal for any business that 

wants to give an extra touch to its advertising campaign. 

Besides that, they can make everyone feel at ease, creating 

positive relationships. For this reason, they are 

promotional products with a guaranteed image return. 

Your funny stress balls – especially if carefully personalised 

– will make your brand a real caregiver in the eyes of 

employees, customers and suppliers. After all, we all need 

little moments to turn off our mind, do we not? 

Why Custom Promotional Stress Items Are Good for 

Brands: Creating Solid and Positive Relationships Inside and 

Outside the Company 

We all live under stress nowadays. Our hectic life forces us 

to always be on the run. As a consequence, any time when we can take a break becomes really precious. The 

world of promotional products and corporate gifts of course responds to this trend. We see it when we can 

allow ourselves a moment of rest by drinking some comforting tea with custom mugs. Not to mention sports 

accessories, which are increasingly popular among promotional products.  

So, custom stress relievers – from personalised balls to promotional fidget keyrings – can relieve those who 

receive them from daily tension. This is as true at work as it is in other contexts. Custom stress relievers can 

come in handy anywhere. This is especially true if our promotional stress items are easy to take with you as 

in the case of personalised fidget keyrings. In short, any company, store or brand can find in funny stress 

balls, especially if they are personalised, a special marketing tool for their business. Thanks to the versatility 

and ease with which promotional stress items can be used, personalised squishy balls as well as custom 

fidget keyrings grant anybody a moment of peace and tranquillity. So, by offering custom stress balls or 

similar stress relievers, you can make anyone feel part of your reality with a simple gesture. 

Give Away Personalised Stress Balls to Employees and Collaborators: How to Reinforce Your Work Team with 

Custom Stress Relievers 

We all know that giving corporate gifts to your team or collaborators is in itself a way to thank anyone who 

work with you for their commitment. However, showing care for the health of your team or network of 

contacts is just as important. This is the reason why all promotional wellness items guarantee maximum 

success when it comes to improving the corporate image. All corporate gifts in this category – from 

https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/mugs-cups-glasses
https://www.higift.eu/keys-tools/keyrings/promotional-stress-ball-keyrings
https://www.higift.eu/vitality-wellness


 
 

personalised cosmetic bags to custom microfibre towels – show a special care for your team. The result will 

be an extraordinarily positive impact on business relationships and, of course, on the success of the brand.  

More and more companies are concerned about their employees' health. Some even offer their team yoga 

classes or the chance to practice other sports or physical activities. Accordingly, custom promotional sports 

items are increasingly successful as well. 

And, just like printed leggings or other 

custom yoga accessories, personalised 

stress balls and fidget keyrings too make 

each employee feel cared for and at ease 

within the company. 

These promotional stress items will 

communicate to your team that you want 

to offer them a peaceful and comfortable 

working environment. You will show that 

you care about their well-being and not just 

their profit. All custom stress relievers will 

put you in a great light in the eyes of your 

staff and, as a consequence, your 

customers. Anyone appreciates a brand that takes care of its employees. Not to mention that anyone 

working for you may spread a positive image of your company if they feel welcomed.  

Give Customers a Moment of Relaxation: Personalised Fidget Keyrings and Personalised Stress Balls for Adults and 

Children 

Personalised stress balls and fidget keyrings share one feature: they look funny and nice. Custom squishy 

balls are soft and give a feeling of immediate relief to the touch. Plus, they are small and practical to take 

anywhere, especially if they are attached to a keychain. Among the various promotional stress items, custom 

fidget keyrings are one of the most requested and cherished. They are small, soft and colourful. You can 

attach them to your keys or bag and squeeze and handled them anytime you wish to relieve tensions. 

Personalised fidget keyrings and custom funny stress balls are available in different shapes. You can find 

animal-shaped custom stress relievers as well as promotional stress items with a classical round design. 

Moreover, you will see various particular models as well.  

It is precisely their cheerful character that makes these personalised squish balls together with custom 

fidget keyrings perfect gifts for anyone, not least because of their originality and funny charm. Custom 

stress relievers go well for any type of customer, regardless of their tastes and age. Both adults and children 

would like to receive personalised stress balls. Adults can use them during the most stressful hours of their 

day, while children can play with them. One thing is for sure: personalised fidget keyrings together with all 

other custom promotional stress items put everyone in a good mood! 

In doing so, they make your brand positive, cheerful, lively, playful, but full of care at the same time. Simply 

put, personalised stress balls will advertise your company, store or event very well. Not to mention that 

they can be passed from hand to hand, ending up spreading your logo even more widely. 

https://www.higift.eu/vitality-wellness/personalized-clutch-bag
https://www.higift.eu/vitality-wellness/towels/microfiber-towels
https://www.higift.eu/leisure-sport
https://www.higift.eu/leisure-sport
https://www.higift.eu/textile-fashion/sportwear/custom-leggings
https://www.higift.eu/leisure-sport/events-sport-accessories/promotional-yoga-items


 
 

When Should You Relieve Tension? Ideas on How and When to Give Away Your Personalised Stress Balls 

Custom stress relievers allow you to sponsor your brand in a far-reaching and cheerful way. They will be 

loved by everyone and can be lent to friends, family members and colleagues. Besides, personalised fidget 

keyrings and custom squishy balls are great promotional products because they put your logo on display. 

Finally, they can be ordered in large quantities, because they are cheap and can be customised in a thousand 

ways.  

Personalised funny stress balls are perfect corporate gifts when you wish to promote your new business. 

However, they give their best as welcome gifts for employees as well. Finally, custom stress balls can be great 

promotional products for a new advertising 

campaign – if, for instance, you have already 

offered custom pens, custom water bottles 

or promotional keyrings. But when is the 

right time to give these corporate gifts away? 

Custom stress relievers are good at any time 

of the year and for any target. Their 

versatility is certainly a plus, as your 

personalised stress balls will always be 

appreciated and will promote your brand on 

every occasion. Made mostly of 

polyurethane, they can be customised with 

an attractive, nice, or simple print, with 

finished details and intense colours. Custom 

funny stress balls and personalised fidget keyrings will then be able to highlight your logo. Your 

promotional stress items will have an even more cheerful look as a result.  

You can create personalised squishy balls to give to your employees at the beginning of the new year, after 

hiring or before Christmas. Also, you can give custom fidget keyrings to your team to thank everyone for 

their valuable contribution, creating a sincere and trusting relationship. As for customers, you can distribute 

all promotional stress items you wish after they have purchased a product, during a trade show or a 

corporate event. Appreciated by adults and children alike, personalised stress balls will amaze anyone for 

their cheerfulness and usefulness – even you! 

https://www.higift.eu/writing/personalized-pens
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/sport-bottles
https://www.higift.eu/keys-tools/keyrings

